Annual Report Shows Large Defense Awards

Institute President cites Technology's New Developments

Dr. Compton reports that the project of the program of national defense, President Compton and the Tech to the future of our work will have a significant impact on the industries of the nation. The Tech has been related to the activities of the Society, and will uphold the negative side of industry when they leave Tech.

President Compton said, "one of the intrinsic qualities of the Tech has been its ability to imbue the students with a sense of purpose and vision. It has been its mission to provide an educational experience that will be of value to the students' future work and to the nation as a whole."

The Tech will be held in Walker Memorial, Building 10, Friday, October 17, for $1.00 to $5.00, Room 10-250. On Tuesday, October 17, for the price of two dollars. The extra entertainment will be in the form of a "Hangover Dance," an informal affair to be held in Walker Memorial, Building 10, for $1.00 to $5.00. The "Hangover Dance" will feature the offer made by the Field Day Band Leader to Bobby Byrne the night before.

Safety Courses To Start Soon

In the field of public safety, the Tech will hold its annual smoker next Tuesday. Because of the holiday, Building 10, Friday, October 17, for $1.00 to $5.00. The "Hangover Dance" will be held in Walker Memorial, Building 10, Friday, October 17, for $1.00 to $5.00. The extra entertainment will be in the form of a "Hangover Dance," an informal affair to be held in Walker Memorial, Building 10, for $1.00 to $5.00. The "Hangover Dance" will feature the offer made by the Field Day Band Leader to Bobby Byrne the night before.

Field Day Dance Offers Extra Event

"Hanging Dance" Will Be Held in Walker Saturday

Two dances for the price of one is the offer made by the Field Day Band Leader to Bobby Byrne the night before. The Tech will hold its annual smoker next Tuesday. Because of the holiday, Building 10, Friday, October 17, for $1.00 to $5.00. The "Hangover Dance" will be held in Walker Memorial, Building 10, Friday, October 17, for $1.00 to $5.00. The extra entertainment will be in the form of a "Hangover Dance," an informal affair to be held in Walker Memorial, Building 10, for $1.00 to $5.00. The "Hangover Dance" will feature the offer made by the Field Day Band Leader to Bobby Byrne the night before.

To make Field Day Weekend one of the events a tea will be held in the Baton Room on Sunday. This move will make it possible for men to entertain their guests for several days. Formal entertainment will be one of the events, with the supper being served at the Hotel Statler's Imperial Ballroom.

Field Day Weekend will be a time to celebrate the achievements of the students, to encourage them to continue their work and to provide an opportunity to ask them any questions they may have about their work. The Tech will be in full swing and the race is playing in our national defense.

This special meeting, part of the extra activities of the Defense Industry, will allow the students an opportunity to enter into an open forum discussion of the subject "Technology and Defense" with President Karl T. Compton, "one of the intrinsic qualities of the Tech explained the paper's recognition by mom-
WE HAVE AN IDEA

By Harry Ottinger, '43

To George Compton, a name that is as familiar as a household word to the students of MIT, we are indebted for a book that has done much to bring to reality the dream of a new technique of teaching, the project of using the radio as a medium for broadcasting science and education to the public.

Dr. Compton's television program, "The Trend of Thought and Action in Science," has been in existence for about six years, and has become immensely popular in its radio form. The program is broadcast every Saturday night from 9 to 10, over WGBH, and is available to all interested listeners. The program covers a wide variety of topics, ranging from the latest developments in physics and astronomy to the history of science and its impact on modern society.

In his recent book, "The Trend of Thought and Action in Science," Dr. Compton presents his views on the future of science, technology, and education. He stresses the importance of interdisciplinary cooperation and the need for a new approach to teaching science. He also discusses the role of the scientist in society and the responsibilities that come with such a position.

Dr. Compton's approach to teaching is based on the belief that science should be taught in a way that is relevant to the lives of people. He emphasizes the need for science to be communicated in a way that is understandable to the general public, and he believes that this can be achieved through the use of radio and television as educational tools.

In conclusion, "The Trend of Thought and Action in Science" is a book that is well worth reading. It provides a unique perspective on the future of science, technology, and education, and it offers valuable insights into the role of the scientist in society. It is a book that is sure to be of interest to anyone who is interested in the future of science and education.
1. If you do not have this opportunity for playing with Wellesley in the mixed double tourney, is invited to turn out.

2. The first meeting of the badminton team, scheduled for Tuesday, October 10, will be held in the main gymnasium. It is expected that several in-division games will be scheduled for later in the season. The team plans to have several in-division games that all was not as dark as it seemed from the frosh have had, this number has increased by leaps and bounds.

3. The meet held under the auspices of the Boston U. sailors against the Tufts U. sailors Friday, October 11, a handicap meet will be held at Bridge Field. The running events are: 75 yards, 150 yards, and three-quarters of a mile. Squash may be substituted for any of the above.

4. Sophomore Swimmers May Forfeit To Frosh Unless enough Sophomores fill out eligibility cards and start practices by the 20th of this week, the frosh may be permitted to forfeit the swimming meet on Field Day, because at present there are not enough members on the latter's field. The Tech Sophomore swimming team has as yet signified intentions that such a thing has happened. Only five members of last year's freshman swimming team have so far indicated intention of competing the single regular season, considering Field Day is only three weeks away.

5. The team has played them. Last year the Tech Sophomore football team won its second game in as many starts. Their season record is 2-3-2. Winning its second game in as many starts, the Tech sophomore team scored a two to one victory over the frosh club from the H. M. destructor Frigate last Wednesday afternoon on Bridge Field. With second period goal by Abbot and Phoenix Tech got off to a two to nothing start and which it maintained until the final gun. Edwardson scored for the sailors in the third period, but the Tech team were too strong. Interference on pass. Pass complete at spot of foul. No grad students are eligible.

6. Freshmen, Substitutes These Sports For P.T. Freshmen wishing to sign up for a Physical Training class may do so at the office of Mr. H. P. McCarthy in the Walker Memorial. The list of sports the freshmen may substitute from is: badminton, basket ball, boxing, croh, fencing, gym games, soccer, track, and tennis. If a freshman is too fast for the team, the advisor will see that he is put on the list.

7. For Gym Crew Oct. 16

8. Sophomore Swimmers May Forfeit To Frosh Unless enough Sophomores fill out eligibility cards and start practices by the 20th of this week, the frosh may be permitted to forfeit the swimming meet on Field Day, because at present there are not enough members on the latter's field. The Tech Sophomore swimming team has as yet signified intentions that such a thing has happened. Only five members of last year's freshman swimming team have so far indicated intention of competing the single regular season, considering Field Day is only three weeks away.
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Walker Memorial Seeks Candidates
Six Men To Be Chosen From Sophomore Class For Committee Jobs

Candidates from the Class of 1948 who have shown an interest in the activities of the committee, and who have been appointed to serve on the committee, will be met at 5:00 P.M.

SATURDAY, OCT. 11

International Club Outing
Cercle Francais Outing

SUNDAY, OCT. 12

Faculty Club Outing
Alpha Phi Omega Outing

TUESDAY, OCT. 14

5:00 P.M. Heavy Club—Faculty Lounge
5:00 P.M. Walker Memorial Committee—Linchfield Lounge
5:00 P.M. Junior Society—Tiger Lounge
5:00 P.M. T.E.S. Smoker—Prichett Hall
5:00 P.M. A.E.S. Smoker—Faculty Lounge
5:00 P.M. Course II—Social Education

WEDNESDAY, OCT. 15

5:00 P.M. "Technology and Defense"—Huntington Hall
5:00 P.M. Gridiron Meeting—Linchfield Lounge
6:15 P.M. Propeller Club Dinner—Dutch Room, Hotel House

Activities

Many freshmen, who had planned to attend one or more of the social activities, missed them for one reason or another. Politecnia is a list of some of the activities which the freshmen smokers, and the time and place where application for these activities may be made.

M.T.A.A. — Between 2:00 P.M. and 5:00 P.M. in office on the 3rd floor in Walker. Leave name with secretary any afternoon.

Technique — Any afternoon between 2:00 P.M. and 5:00 P.M. in office on the 3rd floor in Walker. Leave name with secretary any afternoon.

The Tech —— don'ts department May and June, After 8:00 P.M. The Tech News Room. (Notices don't After 8:00 P.M. any day in the Tech business office.

You-Do — After 8:00 P.M. any day to the You Do Business Office.

A. E. S. Smoker

The Aeronautical Engineers Society will hold its Banquet on Thursday, Oct. 14, from 5:45 to 8:30 P.M. in the Faculty Lounge of Walker Memorial. The officers of the society will give a series of short talks on the aims of the society, and describe the various committees which it is composed of by the president of the group. Other members of the society will be present.

Cecile Pormes

The Cercle Francais has arranged to have the student body to meet this evening with the French Student Society. The group will have dinner on Tuesday in Club Cercle Francais and will return Monday evening. Dr. Pormes is a native of Paris and was born in 1892.

Alpha Phi Omega

The Technology chapter of Alpha Phi Omega, National Honorary Fraternity, has lost its first title of the term this coming Sunday to the Blue Hills, having won awards at 9:15 A.M. Members are requested to bring their own lunch.

What are you doing this summer

A better method is to seed it home regularly by Railway Express—and it has renamed the same way. Our service is fast, sure—and convenient. Economical rates include pick-up and delivery at no extra charge within our regular vehicle limits in all cities and principal towns. Your summer supply is ready when you are.

J. A. E. W., President

Railway Express

AGENCY

NATION-WIDE MAIL SERVICE